
Empowering every 
vertical with superior 
scanning capabilities

While the jobs and the environments may differ, workers’ data-capture needs remain the same—split-second, 
fail-proof, error-proof scanning is vital across the board. And together with Zebra and ScanSource, you can 
provide your customers with scanning solutions that boost their productivity and scanning reliability, regardless 
of the environment or challenge. Let us help you select the ideal scanner for every situation and meet all of your 
customers’ data-capture needs. 

DS2200 SERIES 
DS2200 Series Handheld Scanner 
Affordability and Simplicity Delivered
A strong choice for affordability and point-of-sale efficiency, the DS2200 Series 
scanners offer businesses the benefits of 2D imaging at an outstanding value. 
They provide first time, every time scanning accuracy on both 1D and 2D barcodes, 
allowing customers to attain a high-performance solution with a minimal investment.

Vertical Markets + DataCapture DNA: 

Replaces legacy products: LS2208, LI2208, and the LI4200 Series

Vertical Markets + DataCapture DNA:

DS3600 SERIES 

DS3600 Ultra-Rugged Scanner Series
Industry-Leading Durability, Relentless Performance
With more than 18 ultra-touch corded and cordless models, the 3600 Series goes 
to extreme lengths to keep your customers’ work on track. Virtually indestructible, 
the series suits the most punishing environments with the industry’s highest drop, 
tumble, and sealing specifications. 

Replaces legacy product: DS3500 Series

DS4600 SERIES

DS4600 Series Handheld Scanner
More Data-Capture Options, Increased Versatility, Added Range
Whether the barcode needs to be scanned at the checkout counter, at the patient’s 
bedside, or in electronics manufacturing, there’s a DS4600 Series scanner that fits 
the job. Broadening workers’ capabilities with a single device, this feature-rich family 
scans items big and small, reads barcodes in nearly every condition, and offers a 
working range that’s the widest in its class.

Vertical Markets + DataCapture DNA: 

Replaces legacy products: DS4200 Series, DS4300 Series, DS6700 Series, and LS2208



VERTICAL  
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KEY

GovernmentRetail Warehouse Manufacturing DataCapture 
DNA

Hospitality Healthcare Transportation

QUESTIONS? Contact your ScanSource sales team today for 
more information on each of these amazing scanners! 800.944.2432

Delivering innovative, productivity-enhancing tools like hot-swappable power 
sources—along with unprecedented scanning performance on 1D and 2D barcodes—
the DS8100 Series moves beyond conventional imagers to keep checkout lines moving 
and give cashiers the freedom to deliver a more personal checkout experience.

Built for healthcare professionals, the DS8100-HC Series offers the ideal solution for 
enhancing patient safety and boosting the efficiency of point-of-care operations, all 
while providing maximum protection against the spread of bacteria.

DS8100 SERIES 
DS8100 Series Handheld Imager
The Peak of Performance, Innovation, and Manageability

Vertical Markets + DataCapture DNA: 

Replaces legacy product: DS6800 Series

Effective even in the tightest of spaces, the DS9300 Series of tiny, contemporary 
scanners is designed for hands-free scanning, yet is compact and versatile enough 
to be handheld when needed. These scanners’ blazing-fast swipe speeds and wide 
field of view combine with class-leading performance to quickly capture virtually any 
symbology—from everyday barcodes to invisible Digimarc® codes (optional).

DS9300 SERIES 

DS9300 Series Hands-Free Scanner
A Design That Fits Anywhere

Vertical Markets + DataCapture DNA: 

Replaces legacy product: DS9200 Series

DS9900 Series Hands-Free/Handheld Hybrid Scanner
A Hybrid Design That’s One of a Kind
Offering dynamic and seamless switching between handheld and hands-free modes, 
the DS9900 Series is made for hybrid scanning in environments where both are 
needed. These scanners deliver first time, every time capture of small, high-density, 
curved, and color-coded barcodes, and they can drive workflow efficiency to new 
levels with unrivaled management tools and an optional RFID model.

DS9900 SERIES 

Vertical Markets + DataCapture DNA: 

Replaces legacy product: DS9800 Series


